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ABSTRACT 

Elucidation of biological functions of peptides and proteins is essential for 

understanding peptide/protein-related biological events and developing drugs. Caged 

peptides and proteins that release a parent active peptide/protein by photo-irradiation 

have successfully been employed to elucidate the functions. Whereas the usual caged 

peptide/protein enables conversion of an inactive form to an active form (OFF-to-ON 

conversion) by photo-induced deprotection, photo-triggered main chain cleavage is 

reported to be applicable to ON-to-OFF conversion. These peptides and proteins are 

photo-responsive; however, if peptides and proteins could respond to other stimuli such 

as disease-related environment or enzymes, their range of application should be 

widened. To convert the photo-responsive peptide/protein into other 

stimulus-responsive peptide/protein, quite laborious de novo design and synthesis of the 

stimulus-responsive unit are required. In this context, we designed a 

stimulus-responsive peptide-bond-cleaving residue (Spr) in which the stimuli available 

for the main chain cleavage vary according to the choice of protecting groups on the 

residue. In this review, design and synthesis of Spr are introduced, and challenges to 

apply Spr to other fields to enable, for example, functional control, localization control, 

delivery of cargos, labeling of a protein of interest in living cells, and identification of 

target proteins of bioactive ligands are discussed.  
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MeCN, acetonitrile; NES, nuclear export signal; NLS, nuclear localization signal; oNB, 

o-nitrobenzyl; PCC, pyridinium chlorochromate; PG, protecting group that is 

removable by a stimulus; PNA, peptide nucleic acid; POI, protein of interest; SAv, 

streptavidin; SEAlide, N-sulfanylethylanilide; siRNA, small interfering RNA; Spr, 

stimulus-responsive peptide-bond-cleaving residue; Spr’, Spr derivative; TBSOTf, 

tert-butyldimethylsilyl triflate; Tm, melting temperature; UV, ultraviolet. 
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Introduction 

Elucidation of biological functions of peptides and proteins is essential for 

understanding peptide/protein-related biological events and developing drugs. To clarify 

the function of peptides and proteins from a chemical point of view, photo-caging 

technology has been widely employed [1-3]. Generally, caged peptides/proteins bearing 

a photo-responsive protecting group on their side chain or a back bone amide remain 

inactive without photo-irradiation, being activated upon photo-induced removal of the 

protection [4-8]. Protecting groups employed for the caging prevent the caged 

molecules from interacting with their partner molecules; therefore, photo-induced 

removal of the protection restores the original function of parent peptides/proteins [9]. 

Whereas conventionally used protection strategies on a side chain or a backbone allow 

for the conversion of an inactive caged peptide/protein to its active form (OFF-to-ON 

conversion), photo-responsive main chain cleavage can be applied not only to 

OFF-to-ON, but also to ON-to-OFF conversion [10-12]. The most successful example 

of the photo-responsive main chain cleavage system is photo-responsive caspase-3, 

developed by Majima and co-workers, in which an inactive caspase-3 precursor 

possessing a photo-responsive o-nitrophenylglycine in its backbone can be converted to 
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an active matured caspase-3 via photo-induced main chain cleavage followed by 

assembly of the generated fragments [13]. 

Being inspired by the photo-responsive main-chain-cleavage system mentioned 

above, we envisioned that if the peptides/proteins can respond to a stimulus other than 

photo-irradiation, their range of application should be widened (e.g., therapeutics and 

delivery system activatable by disease related signals and microenvironment). To 

convert a photo-responsive peptide/protein into other stimulus-responsive 

peptide/protein, laborious de novo design and synthesis of the stimulus-responsive 

peptide-bond-cleaving unit are required. In this context, we designed a 

stimulus-responsive peptide-bond-cleaving residue (Spr), in which the stimuli available 

for the main chain cleavage vary according to the choice of protecting groups on the 

residue in a manner similar to environment-responsive fluorophores that can respond to 

various stimuli by changing their protection (Scheme 1) [14,15]. In this review, design, 

synthesis, and application of Spr are introduced. 

 

Chemistry of the Spr 

To use Spr in living cells, the main chain cleavage should occur under 

physiological conditions. In this context, a trimethyl lock system developed by Milstien 
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and Cohen was rediscovered as bases of the Spr (Scheme 2) [16]. Trimethyl lock 1 

utilizes steric effect between three methyl groups to accelerate a lactonization reaction 

[17], and this results in the amide bond cleavage at a neutral pH and room temperature 

(X = NH). Because the trimethyl lock enables release of R unit 2 via stimulus-induced 

deprotection of the phenolic hydroxyl group under mild conditions, it has been utilized 

in the fields of chemical biology and drug delivery [18]. With these reports in mind, Spr 

based on the trimethyl lock was designed as shown in Scheme 3. A peptide/protein 

possessing Spr would be cleaved by stimulus-induced removal of the PG unit followed 

by lactonization of the trimethyl lock even under physiological conditions. In principle, 

this Spr-incorporated peptide/protein should respond to any stimulus by replacing the 

PG unit.  

As a proof-of-concept experiment, we first designed racemic ultraviolet 

(UV)-responsive Spr 3 that possesses a photo-removable o-nitrobenzyl (oNB) group at 

the PG position [19] (Scheme 4). In this study, an α-amino group was protected by a 

9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) group for application to Fmoc-based solid-phase 

peptide synthesis (Fmoc SPPS). Starting from known aldehyde 4 that was prepared 

from commercially available 3,5-dimethylphenol via 4-step conversion [20], 

α-hydrazination was achieved in the presence of pyrrolidine to generate 5. Resulting 
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aldehyde 5 was then converted to protected amino alcohol 6, which is a key synthetic 

intermediate of Spr via a 5-step reaction. After protection of a phenolic hydroxyl group 

of 6 with a photo-removable oNB group, the obtained product was successfully 

employed for further transformation to generate Fmoc-protected UV-responsive Spr 3. 

Whereas racemic 3 was prepared in the first preparation of UV-responsive Spr, 

enantioselective synthesis of (S)-3 was achieved later by the use of a proline-based 

tetrazole catalyst (Scheme 4) [21-24]. We have yet to examine whether chirality of Spr 

affects activity and/or conformation of peptides/proteins possessing Spr; therefore, it 

should be addressed in due course. Synthesis of UV-responsive peptide 7 possessing the 

racemic Spr unit was accomplished by a usual Fmoc SPPS protocol (a structure of 

Spr-containing peptide 7 is shown in Scheme 5). 

Next, UV-irradiation experiment of 7 was examined. After 3 min of 

UV-irradiation of 7 in a mixture of acetonitrile (MeCN) and phosphate buffer (pH 7.6) 

at 37 °C, the oNB group of 7 was completely removed and gradual conversion of the 

generated phenolic intermediate to the products via peptide bond cleavage was achieved. 

This result demonstrated that Spr can induce peptide bond cleavage after UV-triggered 

removal of the protecting group even under mild aqueous conditions. 
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Success of UV-responsive Spr encouraged us to develop new Spr derivatives 

that can respond to a stimulus other than UV. Simply replacing the oNB group to other 

stimulus-removable protecting groups, we have successfully developed seven Spr 

derivatives as summarized in Figure 1. These Spr derivatives can respond to 

photo-irradiation (UV [19,21]; two-photon near-infrared excitation [25]), enzymatic 

reaction (alkaline phosphatase: this Spr was introduced in a peptide using 

tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc)-based solid-phase peptide synthesis [19]), intracellular 

environment (hypoxia [26]; thiol [27,28]: concentration of glutathione in cells is much 

higher than that of outer cells [29,30]; hydrogen peroxide [31]: a reactive oxygen 

species) and a chemical reagent (fluoride anion [32]). 

 We next examined influence of an amino acid neighboring to the Spr on 

kinetics of the Spr-induced peptide-bond-cleavage reaction [33]. In this study, a 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based monitoring system was 

constructed as shown in Scheme 6. UV-irradiation to non-fluorescent 8 possessing a 

fluorophore (FTC) and a quencher (Dab) generates non-fluorescent intermediate 9, 

which was spontaneously converted to a fluorescent cleavage product. It was observed 

that the peptide bond cleavage was much slower than that of photo-removal of the oNB 

group; therefore, kinetics of the peptide bond cleavage could be estimated based on 
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time-course of fluorescence intensity. Details of the results are shown in the literature 

[33], but introduction of sterically less-hindered or polar amino acids at X1 and X2 

positions accelerated the cleavage reaction (half-lives of 9: fastest, 3.1 min (X1 = Gly, 

X2 = His); slowest, 74.5 min (X1 = Ile, X2 = Tyr)). 

 As mentioned above, we successfully developed Spr in which the stimuli 

available for the main chain cleavage vary according to the choice of protecting groups 

on the phenol. Its application to chemical biology tools is discussed in the following 

section. 

 

Application of Spr to functional control of peptides in living cells 

We first applied Spr to functional control of a peptide in living cells. As 

represented by caged peptides [1-3], functional control of a peptide developed so far 

enables ON-to-OFF or OFF-to-ON conversion of its activity. In contrast, we envisioned 

the construction of an ON-to-ON conversion system in which a functional peptide 

would be transformed to another functional peptide by an external stimulus. Molecular 

design of the ON-to-ON system is shown in Scheme 7. Peptide 10 possesses 

UV-responsive Spr that connects a functional peptide A and a functionally suppressed 

O-acyl isopeptide (an inactive functional peptide B). Therefore, peptide 10 exhibits 
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peptide A-derived function. UV-irradiation of 10 would induce peptide bond cleavage at 

C-terminal position of Spr, and the generated O-acyl isopeptide 11 undergoes O–N acyl 

transfer reaction similar to a click peptide reported by Kiso’s group [34] to generate an 

active linear peptide B: that is, conversion of functional peptide A to other functional 

peptide B by UV-irradiation. 

As a proof-of-concept experiment, a nuclear cytoplasmic peptide that localizes 

in nucleus before UV-irradiation but goes back to cytoplasm after UV-irradiation was 

designed [19]. In this study, an octaarginine [35] as a cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) 

sequence and a nuclear localization signal sequence (NLS) were incorporated as the 

peptide A (see Table in Scheme 7, upper line); therefore, peptide 10 was concentrated in 

nucleus when cells were incubated with 10. UV-irradiation then triggered the main 

chain cleavage followed by O–N acyl transfer afforded nuclear export signal (NES) 

sequence as the peptide B to go back to cytoplasm. These results suggested that our 

ON-to-ON strategy successfully works in living cells. 

We next collaborated with Kwon’s group to apply this system to 

UV-responsive visualization of a protein of interest (POI) in living cells [36]. As shown 

in the lower line of the table in Scheme 7, UV-responsive Spr was incorporated between 

CPP and a functionally suppressed C-intein (IC) sequence that possesses a quencher at 
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B1/2 position and a fluorophore at B2/2 position. This non-fluorescent peptide 10 first 

internalized in a cell that expresses POI fused with N-intein (IN). UV-irradiation then 

triggered generation of a non-fluorescent matured IC. Finally, protein trans-splicing [37] 

between the matured IC and the IN-fused POI successfully yielded a fluorophore-labeled 

fluorescent POI in living cells. 

Another application of Spr in living cells is visualization of an intracellular 

environment. We developed hypoxia-responsive peptide 11 that is composed of Dab as 

a quencher, hypoxia-responsive Spr, FTC as a fluorophore, and octaarginine as CPP 

(Scheme 8). After addition of peptide 11 to cells, it entered inside the cells, but strong 

fluorescence was observed only in hypoxic cells. This result suggests that replacement 

of the protecting group of Spr enables, in principle, visualization of intracellular 

environment other than hypoxia. 

As mentioned in this section, it is demonstrated that Spr can be used to control 

a peptidyl function in living cells. Application of Spr to the functional control outside 

cells is introduced in the next section. 

 

Application of Spr to functional control outside cells 
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The O–N acyl transfer strategy mentioned in the previous section is also 

applicable to functional control of small molecules. One example is Spr-based caged 

ceramide 12, which generates ceramide by UV-irradiation (Scheme 9) [38]. 

UV-irradiation of caged ceramide 12 induced amide bond cleavage at C-terminal 

position of UV-responsive Spr, and the generated amine 13 underwent O–N acyl 

transfer reaction to generate a bioactive parent ceramide. Caged ceramide 12 would 

enable introduction of functional unit such as a localization signal or a solubilizing unit 

at an R position. It should be mentioned that application of our caged ceramide to living 

cells has yet to be completed; however, successful synthesis and biological study of 

caged ceramide that possesses a straightforward photo-removable protecting group on 

ceramide was reported by Bittman et al. in the same year [39]. 

Another application of UV-responsive Spr is a photo-responsive growth system 

of peptide nanofibers that can be addressed by DNA hybridization (Figure 2) [40]. In 

collaboration with our group, Matsuura et al. designed precursor peptide 12, which 

possesses a DNA (dA20), UV-responsive Spr, and a β-sheet forming peptide. Peptide 12 

was addressed by hybridization with complementary DNA (dT20) immobilized on glass, 

but it does not form microfibers because of intermolecular electrostatic repulsion of the 

DNA unit. Upon UV-irradiation, peptide bond cleavage afforded a free β-sheet-forming 
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peptide, and dT20-addressed microfiber formation was observed. This system could be 

applicable to a highly sensitive DNA detecting device. 

Spr is also applicable to stimulus-responsive DNA-releasing system [27]. It is 

known that intracellular concentration of thiol (glutathione) is much higher than the 

extracellular one [29,30]. Therefore, we envisioned that a non-viral thiol-responsive 

DNA-releasing device might be valuable for gene therapy and genetic recombination. In 

this study, peptide nucleic acid (PNA) bearing a peptide-based scaffold as a replacement 

of sugars and phosphates of DNA was employed (Figure 3) [41,42]. Thiol-responsive 

PNA 13 was prepared, and melting temperature (Tm) of a 13-complementary DNA 

(dA9) hybrid was measured. The result suggested that addition of a thiol had triggered 

release of the complementary DNA as we designed. 

Recently, Mei et al. utilized two-photon near-infrared excitation-responsive Spr 

to polymer nanoparticle-based targeted cancer therapy [43]. For selective introduction 

of cargo molecules to a target acidic tumor by near-infrared irradiation, they applied 

two-photon near-infrared excitation-responsive Spr to modify polymer nanoparticles 

(Figure 4). The nanoparticle was modified with conjugate 14 composed of phospholipid, 

positively charged CPP, Spr, and negatively charged CPP-binder that suppresses CPP 

activity. After addition of the nanoparticle followed by near-infrared irradiation to a 
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target tumor, cleavage at Spr followed by protonation-induced removal of CPP-binder 

under acidic conditions activated CPP to carry a cargo molecule to a target acidic tumor. 

In this system, conjugate 14 acts as an AND logic gate (near-infrared irradiation AND 

low pH) to achieve strict targeting. The authors utilized this system to successfully 

introduce a small interfering RNA (siRNA) to target tumor in vivo. 

The following example is not an application of Spr, but trimethyl lock strategy 

might enable control of thiol protease activity in an ON-to-OFF-to-ON manner. A 

concept of the ON-to-OFF-to-ON strategy is shown in Scheme 10A [44]. By the 

addition of a UV-removable alkylating reagent with a substrate-mimicking moiety, an 

active cysteine protease would be converted to an inactivated form via alkylation of the 

active center thiol (ON-to-OFF conversion). UV-triggered removal of the alkylating 

reagent would then induce recovery of the activity of the protease (OFF-to-ON 

conversion). As bases for the ON-to-OFF-to-ON strategy, we designed reagent 15, 

which can catch and photo-release a thiol (Scheme 10B). In this study, a peptide with a 

cysteinyl thiol was employed as a model of a thiol protease. Addition of 15 to the model 

peptide afforded S-alkylated catch product 16 via Michael addition. UV-irradiation of 

16 induced removal of the oNB group followed by lactonization of a trimethyl lock-like 

moiety to generate intermediate 17, which spontaneously released the parent model 
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peptide via β-elimination and aromatization. Application of the ON-to-OFF-to-ON 

system to thiol proteases is in progress. 

 

Application of Spr to identification of target proteins of bioactive ligands 

We thus far reviewed challenges to apply Spr to control biological functions. In 

this section, development of a traceable linker that would facilitate identification of 

target proteins of bioactive ligands is reported. Identification of the target proteins is 

essential for drug development and chemical biology study. The identification usually 

involves the following processes (Scheme 11): (1) introduction of an 

alkyne-incorporated ligand derivative to the target protein by photo-affinity labeling 

[45] or activity based probe technology [46]; (2) copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition (CuAAC) [47] of the alkyne-modified-target protein and a linker with 

azide and biotin; (3) enrichment of the biotinylated target protein using streptavidin 

(SAv)-coated beads [48]; and (4) sequence analysis of the target. In this procedure, 

elution of the biotinylated target from SAv-coated beads requires harsh conditions 

because of their high affinity [49]. The harsh conditions cause co-elution of the target 

with non-specifically adsorbed non-targets that would hamper subsequent sequencing. 

Therefore, cleavable linkers that can be cleaved under mild conditions have been 
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developed to surmount this problem [50]. Whereas successful application of the 

cleavable linkers to the target identification has been achieved, contamination of 

non-targets was sometimes observed even if the cleavable linkers were employed. 

With these issues in mind, some groups [51-53], including ours [28,32],  

designed a traceable linker that enables not only target elution by linker cleavage as 

similar to the cleavable linker, but also selective labeling of the target for discrimination 

of the target from contaminated non-targets. Design of our Spr-based traceable linker 18 

is depicted in Scheme 12. After CuAAC of the linker and an alkynylated target protein 

followed by adsorption on SAv-coated beads, exposure to a corresponding stimulus 

induces cleavage at a C-terminal position of Spr to elute the target protein with an 

aminooxy group. The resulting aminooxy group reacts with an aldehyde 

bioorthogonally [54]; therefore, target-selective labeling would be achieved by the 

addition of a reporter (e.g., fluorescein) with an aldehyde moiety. So far we reported 

thiol-responsive [28] and fluoride-responsive [32] Spr-based traceable linkers. Recently, 

an N-sulfanylethylanilide (SEAlide) developed by us as a crypto-thioester for chemical 

protein synthesis [55,56] was also applied to the traceable linker [57]. Details are not 

mentioned in this review because it does not utilize Spr, but we believe that Spr-based 

and SEAlide-based traceable linkers both should contribute to the target identification. 
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Application of the traceable linkers to the target identification will be reported in due 

course. 

 

Summary 

Development and application of Spr were overviewed. An advantage of Spr over 

other stimulus-responsive units is that the stimuli available for the main chain cleavage 

vary according to the choice of the phenolic protection. We have already developed 

seven Spr, and new Spr should emerge as need arises. Applications of Spr in the 

chemical biology field have been examined to enable, for example, functional control, 

localization control, delivery of cargos, labeling of POI in living cells, and identification 

of target proteins of bioactive ligands. We hope that the Spr-based technologies 

described in this review will become practical technologies in many research fields. We 

are also expecting that invention of other valuable Spr-based tools will emerge in the 

near future.  
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Figure Legends 

 

Scheme 1. A concept of Spr-based functional control of a peptide/protein that can 

respond to any stimulus by replacing the PG unit (PG: a protecting group that is 

removable by a stimulus; Spr’: a Spr derivative). 

 

Scheme 2. Lactonization of a trimethyl lock under mild conditions. Three methyl 

groups that are essential to acceleration of lactonization are depicted in red. 

 

Scheme 3. Stimulus-responsive peptide-bond-cleavage induced by Spr. 

 

Scheme 4. Synthesis of UV-responsive Spr (FmocOSu: Fmoc N-hydroxysuccinimide 

ester; HMPA: hexamethylphosphoric triamide; PCC: pyridinium chlorochromate; 

TBSOTf: tert-butyldimethylsilyl triflate). 

 

Scheme 5. UV-responsive peptide bond cleavage induced by UV-responsive Spr. 

 

Scheme 6. FRET-based kinetic study of Spr-induced peptide-bond-cleavage reaction 
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(Dab: 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene-4’-sulfonyl; FTC: fluorescein 5-aminothiocabonyl). 

 

Scheme 7. ON-to-ON control of peptidyl function based on combination of Spr and a 

click peptide (CPP: cell penetrating peptide; IC: C-intein; IN: N-intein; NES: nuclear 

export signal; NLS: nuclear localization signal; POI: protein of interest). 

 

Scheme 8. Visualization of hypoxic environment in living cells using 

hypoxia-responsive Spr. 

 

Scheme 9. Caged ceramide that generates parent ceramide by UV-irradiation. 

 

Scheme 10. Functional controlling system for a cysteine protease. A) A concept of 

ON-to-OFF-to-ON strategy. B) A key unit and reactions of ON-to-OFF-to-ON strategy. 

 

Scheme 11. Schematic representation of a straightforward identification protocol of a 

target protein of a bioactive ligand. 
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Scheme 12. A Spr-based traceable linker that enables enrichment and selective labeling 

of a target protein. 

 

Figure 1. Spr derivatives developed so far (*chiral (S)-Spr was synthesized). 

 

Figure 2. Photo-responsive growth system of peptide nanofibers that can be addressed 

by DNA hybridization. 

 

Figure 3. Thiol-responsive DNA-releasing device. Melting temperature (Tm) of 

hybridized PNA 13 and complementary DNA (dA9) are depicted in the table. 

 

Figure 4. Near-infrared irradiation- and low pH-responsive delivery system for 

tumor-targeting therapy.  
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Schemes and Figures 
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Scheme 2 
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Scheme 3 
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Scheme 4 図中にリファレンスあり 
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Scheme 5 
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Scheme 6 
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Scheme 7 図中にリファレンスあり 
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Scheme 8 
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Scheme 9 
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Scheme 10 
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Scheme 11 
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Scheme 12 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

 

 


